We use an exact analytical technique, based on Generalized Timed Petri Nets (GTPNs), to study the performance of shared bus cache consistency protocols for multiprocessors. We develop a general framework within which the key characteristics of the Write-Once protocol and four enhancements that have been combined in various ways in the literature can be identified and evaluated. We then quantitatively assess the performance gains for each of the four enhancements. We consider three levels of data sharing in our workload models. One of the enhancements substantially improves system performance in all cases. Two enhancements are shown to have neglibile effect over the range of workloads analyzed. The fourth enhancement shows a small improvement for low levels of sharing, but shows more substantial improvement as sharing is increased, if we assume a "good access pattern".
block&e and the main memory cycle time are also considered. Section 1. Introduction Simulation is the traditional technique for performance evaluation when a detailed characterization of the system is needed. We, however, have recently developed a technique [HOL85a, HOL85b] which can be used to obtain exact analytical results far more quickly, if the state space is not too large. In our technique, we model the system using a version of Petri Nets that we call Generalized Timed Petri Nets (GTPNs). The GTPN differs from the Stochastic Petri Net (GSPN) models (NAT80, MOL82, AJM84, MOL85] in that transition firing durations are deterministic rather than stochastic. However, the GTPN can be viewed as a stochastic process because a probability distribution is defined over the possible next states. We find the state space of the Markov Chain embedded within a GTPN model and derive performance measures, automatically.
We have shown that deterministic firing durations are useful for modeling memory access times in multiprocessors [HOL85b] . Geometric holding times can also be represented in the GTPN, for example to model memory interrequest times. The comparison of cache consistency protocols in this paper further illustrates the utility of our technique.
MIMD multiprocessors with multiple independent memory modules and a single stage multibus interconnection network form an important class of architectures. To minimize contention for the shared global memory modules and the buses, the processors are usually assumed to also have local memories. If the local memories are used as caches, the problem of maintaining consistency among the caches immediately arises [SMI82] . Two classes This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under grants DCR-8402680 and DCR-8451405, and by grants from IBM and Cray Research, Inc.
Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the 0 1986 ACM O-89791~184-9/86/ONO-OOO9 $00.75 9 of dynamic cache consistency protocols have developed. The first class allows a general interconnection network but requires that a global directory be maintained by the shared memory modules. The second class requires that the interconnection network be a shared bus, but cache consistency is maintained in a distributed manner by the caches. We are interested in comparing the performance of protocols in this second class: the shared bus cuche consistency protocols.
Several shared bus cache consistency protocols have recently been proposed [G0083, MCC84, PAP84, RUD84, KAT85] . The Write-Once protocol, designed for the Multibus, was the first protocol to appear. Other proposals since then have suggested modifications to the Write-Once protocol which may improve system performance. Several of the proposals contain some analysis of the expected performance gains for the proposed protocol. However, it is not clear which of the modifications within a protocol are primarily responsible for the performance improvement.
In some cases, the proposed modification requires a more complex (i.e. more expensive) bus or cache controller. A study is needed to determine how much increase in performance can be expected for each proposed modification. Archibald and Baer's simulation study [ARC851 is the most comprehensive performance comparison of the published protocols to date. In particular, they provide a uniform description of the protocols and they identify the important differences between the protocols. We propose in this paper a more precise model of the protocols which improves the relevance of the performance comparison. Furthermore, instead of modeling the protocols proposed in the literature exactly, we isolate four key enhancements to Write-Once which have been combined in various ways in these protocols. We then study the performance gains for each of the four enhancements.
In section 2 we describe our assumptions about the general characteristics of the multiprocessor. In section 3 we describe a Basic protocol similar to Write-Once, four enhancements to the Basic protocol, and how these enhancements are combined in protocols proposed in the literature. In section 4 we describe our GTPN models of the Basic and enhanced protocols. In section 5 we present our results, and in section 6 we summarize our work. Section 2. Multiprocessor Characteristics Figure 2 .1 illustrates the multiprocessor configuration. Each processor has one local cache. A single shared bus connects the caches and the main memory. A processor is directly connected only with its local cache. Each local cache is directly connected to its own processor and, through the shared bus, with main memory and all the other caches.
The cycle times of the processors, caches, and the bus are the same and define the basic time unit. The main memory cycle time is four of these basic time units. Below the term cycle refers to the basic time unit. publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. A cache entry is a physical location within cache memory that consists of: 1) the cache's copy of a memory block, and 2) a state. The number of words in a block is the blocksize. The main memory is divided into blocksize modules interleaved on the low-order address bits.
A block is transferred to or from main memory by a sequence of transfers of one word per bus cycle. The words in a block are always transferred in the same order, as opposed to transferring the needed word first for a memory read operation. On a main memory write, the bus is released as soon as the word(s) are transferred to memory, although the memory module(s) will be busy for additional cycles to complete the write operation. Thus, memory contention can occur although there is only one bus.
An arbitrary number of the caches can simultaneously read the information on the bus. Section 2.2. Operation of the Cache The cache is used for both instructions and data. When a processor makes a cache request, it holds until the request is satisfied. A cache request is either a read (CPU-READ) or write (CPU-WRITE) for a particular word that is in a block that might or might not have a valid copy in the local cache. If the processor's cache can service the request locally and immediately, then servicing takes one cycle.
A cache has two independent parts: a bus monitor and a controller. For every bus transaction, each cache's bus monitor determines if the referenced block has a valid copy in the local cache. In the case of such a block match, the cache's bus monitor signals the cache controller.
In a given cycle a cache controller can simultaneously receive a request from its processor and a signal from its bus monitor requiring action. To avoid a race condition, the controller can service only one of the requests at a time. The bus monitor request always has priority. Similarly, loading a block from the bus cannot be done simultaneously with the cpu read or write operation that initiated a load request.
There are four types of bus transactions: READ, READ-MOD, WRITE, and INVALIDATE.
A READ (READ-MOD) transaction is started by a cache that has a miss on a read (write) from its processor. A WRITE transaction is due to a cache writing a word to main memory via the bus. An INVALIDATE transaction is started by a cache that wants to invalidate all the copies other caches have of a particular block. For al1 four types of transactions, the main memory address of the affected block is on the bus's address lines.
Each bus transaction type has an associated bus control line. There is one other bus control line, shared. It can be raised by more than one cache simultaneously. A cache raises the shared line to announce that it has a valid copy of the block involved in the transaction.
The READ and READ-MOD transactions implicitly involve main memory supplying a block. However, it is possible for any cache to inhibit main memory and to respond instead. Arbitration schemes determine which cache will respond if more than one can, and which cache gains control of the bus to initiate a new transaction. Section 2.3. States of the Cache Entries Each cache entry has three bits of state information. The first bit indicates if the entry contains a valid or invalid copy of a main memory block. The second and third bits implement the two binary attributes that define the state of a valid copy of a block: number of copies, and need to write back. Number of copies can be ONLY or NOT-ONLY. ONLY means that the cache knows that it is the only cache with a valid copy. NOT-ONLY means that the cache does not know that ONLY holds. Other valid copies might or might not exist. Need to write bockis WBACK or NO-WBACK.
WBACK means that on replacement this cache has to write-back to main memory its copy of the block. The WBACK bit is a generalization of the traditional "dirty" bit, which indicates that the contents of the block have been written since the last time the block was written to main memory. In some of the more sophisticated protocols, multiple valid copies may exist of a "dirty" block, yet only one of these copies in state WBACK. Section 3. The Protocols
We define a Basic protocol which does not use the invalidate or shored control lines. We then describe four enhancements to the Basic protocol.
In Section 3.3, we describe how the various protocols proposed in the literature are related to the Basic protocol and the four enhancements.
The protocols are specified by defining the actions taken by a cache in response to requests from the bus or local processor. Actions are defined for the type of request, and the state of the relevant block copy in the local cache memory. Recall that bus transactions have priority over processor requests. Thus a processor request is blocked when there is a bus transaction that matches a valid local block copy. Lost cycles due to cache, bus, or memory contention are not mentioned in the protocol definition. One of the caches is chosen to supply the block and main memory is inhibited. (Note that no other cache can have a copy in state (ONLY, WBACK)). On the cycle after the bus request, the supplier puts the block on the bus for blocksize cycles.
The block copies in all these caches go to state (NOT-ONLY, NO-WBACK) or are invalidated for a READ and READ-MOD, respectively.
(ONLY, WBACK): At most one cache can be in this block substate. It inhibits main memory. On the cycle after the bus request, the supplier puts the block on the bus for blocksite cycles. It then writes the block to main memory for blocksire cycles. The block copy goes to state (NOT-ONLY, NO-WBACK) or is invalidated for a READ and READ-MOD, respectively. Note that (NOT-ONLY, WBACK) is impossible in the Basic protocol.
10 2) WRITE a) Any valid copy: Block copy is invalidated.
Actions 3 and 4 are taken in response to processor requests:
Any valid copy ("Read Hit"): Spend 1 cycle locally sup plying the processor.
No valid copy ("Read Miss"):
In the current cycle put a READ on the bus with the desired block address. For the block&e ($3) next cycles the supplier (another cache or main memory) supplies the block. When the block has been supplied, then if the supplier was a cache block in state (ONLY, WBACK), then the supplier will use the bus for the next blocksize cycles for write-back to main memory.
When the supplier is finished with the bus, if a requester's cache entry in state (ONLY, WBACK) had to be replaced, then write it to main memory in block&e cycles. When the requester is finished with the bus, then in the next cycle it supplies the desired word to its processor.
Set block copy state to (NOT-ONLY, NO-WBACK).
4) CPU-WRITE
a) No valid copy: Same as 1.a. except for three changes:
1) at the start READ-MOD is raised, 2) the last cycle of servrcmg the request is an update in the cache instead of a processor read, and 3) the new block state is (ONLY, WBACK).
NO-WBACK or WBACK) Spend 1 cycle locally updating the word. Set block copy to state (ONLY, WBACK). c) (NOT-ONLY, NO-WBACK) Spend I cycle updating the word locally. Then spend 1 cycle using the bus to write the word to main memory with the WRITE line raised. This will be referred to as the broadcast write. Set block copy state to (ONLY, NO-WBACK).
Section 3.2. Enhancements
We consider four independent enhancements. The first three reduce the times blocks or words are written to main memory towards the minimum of only on replacement.
The fourth removes the restriction that when there is one writer of a block that there are no other readers.
Each of these enhancements is presented below as a change to the Basic protocol. Their qualitative effects on performance are also assessed. In section 3.2.3 we consider the interactions of the enhancements.
Section 3.2.1. Reduced Memory Writes 1)
2)
3)
The three enhancements that reduce memory writes are:
A cache raises the shared line when supplying a block to another cache. If the shared line is not raised (i.e. memory is the supplier), the receiving cache marks the block as ONLY. In this case, the broadcast write (action 2c above) will be needed in fewer cases.
The cache supplier on a READ or READ-MOD request does not write its copy to main memory even if its copy is in state WBACK.
Instead of a broadcast write, the cache raises the invalidate line for one cycle.
Enhancement two implies the some cache's copy must stay in state WBACK so that the updates are not lost. On a READ-MOD the supplier is going to invalidate its copy so the requester must be responsible.
On a READ the supplier must be responsible since the requester might be a read-only cache.
Enhancements one and two clearly improve performance since they decrease bus accesses and/or memory writes. The effect of enhancement three is less clear. Raising the invalidate line has a lower cost than a main memory write.
On the other hand, if the only write to that block is that one write to that one word, then using the invalidate line implies that block write-back is needed on replacement.
Which approach is better depends on the probability that there is only one write to the block before replacement.
Section 3.2.2. Readers and Writers
The fourth enhancement allows multiple valid cache copies even if a data block is modified.
We refer to this as multiple readers/writers.
The Basic protocol invalidates other copies on the first write. The first write occurs on a READ-MOD, or on a CPU-WRITE to a in-cache copy that has only been read previously. Thus the changes to the Basic protocol are: 4a) On a READ-MOD, the requester broadcasts the updated word, and all valid copies go to (NOT-ONLY, NO-WBACK).
4b) On all CPU-WRITES to NOT-ONLY blocks, the cache broadcasts the updated word and writes it to main memory. All other caches with valid copies update them. The state of the block in all caches remains (NOT-ONLY, NO-WBACK).
Enhancement 4, alone, changes the Basic protocol to a pure "write-through" protocol. Unless enhancement 4 is combined with enhancement 1, which uses the shared line to notify the writing cache that it has the only copy of a block, the performance of enhancement 4 is in most cases lower than the Basic protocol [SMl82] .
From now on we only consider enhancement 4 as combined with enhancement 1. The requester on a READ-MOD only broadcasts the updated word if the shared line is raised (by the supplier).
Each cache then continues to broadcast writes if the shared line is raised on the previous broadcast write. Otherwise, the writer goes to block state (ONLY, WBACK).
The advantage of allowing multiple valid copies is that when a cache wants to read or write its copy that copy is always valid. The disadvantage is that all writes to NOT-ONLY blocks have to be broadcast.
This slows the writing cache because the bus has to be obtained and main memory has to be free. The caches with the other copies are also slowed because they may have to block local CPU requests to update their copies.
Whether the advantage or disadvantage dominates depends on the access pattern.
A good access pattern for multiple readers/writers is when the majority of the caches with valid copies have high frequencies of accessing their copies and those accesses have a fine temporal granularity of interleaving. A bad accese pattern is when one cache frequently writes its copy and the other caches very infrequently read or write their copies.
An extension to the fourth enhancement is possible. The idea is to dynamically switch between the multiple readers/writers approach and the invalidation approach depending on the quality of the access pattern.
The key is to find a simple, but accurate dynamic measure of access pattern quality. The measure proposed in the literature [RUD84] is whether or not two subsequent writes to the given block are by the same cache. If so, the interleaving of writes is considered not fine enough to merit the multiple readers/one writer approach.
Section 3.2.3. Combinations of Enhancements
The above enhancements are presented, except as noted, as independent changes to the Basic protocol. When enhancements are combined, the changes to the Basic protocol are somewhat different. The most noteworthy difference occurs when the third and fourth enhancements are combined. Instead of the is&id& line being raised, a write is broadcast but not written to main memory. Consequently, some cache has to take responsibility for write-back on replacement. We assume the broadcaster takes responsibility by going to state WBACK. The other caches remain in state NO-WBACK. Section 3.3. Protocols in the Literature Our goal is to develop a general framework within which the key traits of the protocols that have appeared in the literature can be identified and evaluated. Given that framework, we are able to quantitatively assess the performance of the Basic Protocol and of the various enhancements to it. We do not claim that the protocols in the literature exactly conform to the framework above. We do, however, feel that the correspondence is close enough to be of interest. Our performance models are described in the next section. Here we relate the model to the specific protocols in the literature, The Basic protocol is essentially the Write-Once protocol [G0083], except that another cache will supply the block on a READ or READ-MOD request even if it's copy is in state NO-WBACK.
The Synapse protocol [FRABI] modifies the Basic protocol by including enhancement 3. The "ownership-based protocol" (KAT85] b m 'Id s on the Synapse protocol by adding enhancement 2. Papamarcos and Patel's protocol [PAPER] uses enhancements 1 and 3. In addition, their protocol assumes main memory is updated on the same bus transaction as the cache supply, which should give similar performance to enhancement 2. The Dragon proposal [MCC84] combines all four enhancements. Rudolph and Segall's RWB protocol [RUD84] uses enhancements 1, 3, and 4, including the extension to dynamically switch between the invalidation approach and the multiple readers/one writer approach. Section 4. The Protocol Models We have created GTPN models to estimate the performance of the Basic protocol and five protocols which include combinations of enhancements described in the section 3.2. Enhancement 1 can be implemented easily if the bus contains the additional control line we have called shared (e.g. if we assume Futurebus rather than Multibus).
Thus, we have named the protocol which includes enhancement 1 only, the Smart Basic protocol. The four additional protocols we have studied are called +(2), +(3), +(4), and +(2,3,4), where the numbers refer to the enhancements included in addition to Smart Basic. In this section we briefly describe the GTPN models and the workload parameters. The performance estimates obtained by solving the models are presented in Section 5.
We assume the reader is familiar with the Petri net notation. The GTPN is a Petri net which has the following attributes associated with each transition: 1) a deterministic firing duration which may be marking-dependent, 2) a firing frequency which may be marking-dependent and which determines the probability that the transition will fire, 3) a special flag used to calculate next-state probabilities, and 4) a named set of resources which are "in use" when the transition is firing. For more details on the GTPN and its solution, the reader is referred to (HOL85a] . Section 4.1. The Basic Protocol: Net The net for the Basic protocol is shown in Figure 4 .1. Each token in place Pl represents a processor that has just completed an instruction cycle. We assume that all processors are stochas-
Each processor token acts independently. During each cycle, the processor continues instruction execution (Tl), makes a cache request that can be serviced locally (T3), or makes a cache request that requires the bus (T2). Requests that are serviced locally may be blocked if the cache is servicing a bus request from or supplying data to another cache (T6 or T7). CPU requests that require the bus are either broadcast writes (T9, T13, and T17) or read (i.e. READ or READ-MOD) requests (T8). Read requests are either supplied by another cache (Tll) or by main memory (T16). If supplied by another cache, the cache sup plier will write the block back to main memory if it was in state WBACK (T18 and T2I). After the cache supplier is through, the requesting cache may need to write back a replaced block (T22 and T2I). Finally, the CPU request is serviced by the local cache (T5 and T23).
The attributes associated with the transitions in the Basic Protocol model are given in Table 4 .1. The reader is encouraged to check that the durations associated with each transition make sense for the model description above. For example, transition T8, which represents a LOAD request on the bus, has a duration of 1 cycle. Transition TlO has a duration of 0 because it is inhibited by certain net markings which will be discussed below.
The frequency expressions are used with the CntCombs flag to calculate next-state probabilities in the Markov Chain. The reader is referred to [HOL85a] for more details. For the purposes of the present discussion, the frequency expressions define relative probabilities of branches in the net.
The frequency expressions may be marking-dependent. That is, they may contain the names of places and/or transitions, which evaluate to the marking of the place or transition in a given state. For example, the frequency of transition T6 evaluates to zero, unless T8 or T13 is firing (i.e. some other cache has a signal on the bus). Similarly, transition TlO is inhibited if T14 or T18 is firing or if P13 contains a token (i.e. a cache request is being supplied by another cache). This should also make sense from the model description above. The probabilities named in the frequency expressions are derived from basic workload parameters, such as the probability that a CPU request is a read (R) or write (W) for a private (P) or shared (S) block. The parameters and the derivation of the frequency expressions are discussed in the next section on the model workload.
The resources associated with the net transitions identify performance measures to be calculated. The long run expected number of usages of each resource is calculated automatically during analysis of the model. We are interested in three measures: bus utilization (Bus), processing power (PP), and speedup (Spd). Each of these resources is "in use" when any of the associated transitions are firing. Bus utilization is straightforward. It is the long run expected fraction of time that T8, Tll, TI3, T16, T18, or T22 is firing. Both processing power and our speedup measure [HOL85b] can be defined as the average fraction of time a processor is productive times the number of processors (for the homogeneous case). The difference is that processing power only counts the cycles the processor spends executing (Tl) as productive, whereas our speedup includes the one cycle required for each cache request (T5 and T23). Processing power is most often used in the performance modeling literature, and is included in our model to show how it is specified. The speedup measure compares the effective computing power of the multiprocessor with a uniprocessor that has an infinite cache. We feel that speedup is a better measure of the perceived performance of memory intensive computations on the multiprocessor. 
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Two approximations are made in the Basic protocol model. First, the amount of time memory is held for a block write (T18 and T21, or T22 and T21) is sufficient for the first module to finish the write operation.
The other blocksize-l modules will still be busy for up to blocksize-l cycles into the future. The model is accurate if the next bus access is a load request, but will be slightly inaccurate if a (one-word) broadcast write occurs to one of the modules that is still busy. Second, the amount of time memory is held for a broadcast write (T13 and T17) is approximated to be 2 cycles. The module written to is busy for 4 cycles, but this module may not the the module addressed on the next memory access. Both approximations are necessary because we are representing blocksize memory modules with a single token in place P9. We have verified that the model results are not sensitive to these approximations. The performance of the Basic protocol, and the relative improvement in performance for each of the protocol enhancements, is highly dependent on the amount of data sharing that occurs dynamically in the workload. For example, if there is no data sharing, then enhancement 1 might yield some performance improvement over the Basic protocol, but enhancements 2 and 4 will have no effect. Thus, the workload model and parameter values are important considerations.
In the absence of experimental data for multiprocessor workloads, we have based our model on the workload model proposed by Dubois and Briggs [DUB82] . They define the workload for an MIMD machine to be the merge of two memory access streams: one stream for private and shared read-only blocks, and one stream for shared writeable blocks. We have separated the first stream into two streams, one for private, and one for shared readonly blocks. This allows us to define more fundamental workload parameters for our more detailed protocol model. Thus, we view the stream of memory requests in our model to be the merge of three streams, for: 1) private blocks, 2) shared read-only blocks, and 3) shared writeable blocks.
The fundamental parameters for this workload model are shown in Table 4 .2. "ProcReq" is the probability that a processor makes a memory request in a given cycle (see transitions Tl-T3 in Table 4 .1). We assign interrequest times to be geometrically distributed with mean 2.5. This is based on the assumption that a large fraction of interrequest times will be in the range of O-2 cycles, but several instructions which occur occasionally, such as multiply, can be much longer.
We consider three levels of data sharing: l%, 5%, and 20%. The probabilities that a memory request is for private (P), shared read-only (SR), and shared writeable (SW) data are shown for each of these cases in the table. The 1% sharing case has probabilities such as might occur if only the operating system shares data. The 20% case has probabilities indicating a tightly-coupled parallel computation that frequently accesses shared read-only data, and thus has good potential for speedup on a multiprocessor. The 5% sharing is an intermediate case.
The parameters for private blocks were chosen according to data reported from extensive uniprocessor cache simulations by Smith [SMI85a] . Th is includes the hit ratio (HitP), read ratio (ReadP), and Smart Basic probability of write back on replacement (SmartRepP). The RepP parameter for the Basic protocol is somewhat lower because private data is written through to memory on the first write. The hit ratio for SR blocks is assumed to be the same as for P blocks, as in the Dubois and Briggs model. Hit ratio and read ratio for SW data were chosen to be pessimistic estimates which should show maximum performances differences among the different protocols. The probabilities that another cache will supply blocks on a miss for SR or SW data, are set equal to the hit ratios. This assumes a high temporal degree of sharing. The remaining workload parameters for SW data were also chosen to be conservative.
The derivation of probabilities used in the frequency expressions of Table 4 .1, from the fundamental workload parameters, is given in Table 4 .3. For example, a memory request can be served by the local cache (transition T3) if it is a read hit for a private or shared block (PSRH), or if it is a write hit for an already modified block (PSWHamod), as derived in Table 4 .3. The interested reader should be able to follow the remaining derivations. Note, in general, "H" stands for hit, "M" stands for miss, and "umod" stands for unmodified in the tables. "SRMiss" should be read as "Shared Read given Miss". The Smart Basic protocol requires no change in the net, but requires three changes in the transition frequencies. A write-hit to an unmodified private block no longer needs the bus, since the cache will always know it has the only copy of a private block. Thus, the PWHumod term moves from transition T2 to transition T3. This will increase the probability that a private block has to be written back on replacement (RepP becomes SmartRepP for TI9). Furthermore, the second term in the frequency expression for T6 changes to 0.5 x T13, since all broadcast writes are to shared blocks. These changes are also made for the remaining protocols. Note that a write-hit to an unmodified shared block (SWHumod) will also not require the bus if the cache has the only copy of the shared block. The probability of this is difficult to estimate, so we choose the conservative approach of assuming the probability is negligible.
Protocol +(2) requires one change in the net, and a further change in the transition frequencies. The column headed by transition T14 is removed and RepSW increases to +RepSW (T19), since the cache supplier does not write back.
The +(3) protocol also requires a change in the net. The place P9 is removed as an input and the column headed by P12 is removed as the output of transition T13, since the invalidation signal does not require a main memory write. Also, +RepSW is used instead of RepSW, since blocks are only written back on replacement. Note that we estimate that the effect of enhancement 3 on RepSW is comparable to the effect of enhancement 2.
Enhancement 4 requires a change in one firing duration, and several changes to the transition frequencies. A requester must broadcast the updated word if a cache suppbes the block for a READ-MOD request. Thus, the firing duration of T15 becomes 1.0. Since all write hits to shared blocks are broadcast, SWHamod moves from T3 to T2, and SWH replaces SWHumod in transition TS. Second, HitSW is increased to MrwHitSW, because the shared blocks remain valid.
The +(2,3,4) protocol requires all of the above changes, and uses the ++RepSW parameter instead of RepSW because both 2 and 3 are incorporated. Section 5. Protocol Performance Using our GTPN model, we obtained a processing power estimate of 4.1 for the +(2,3) protocol, with 5% sharing and nine processors. This value agrees well with Papamarcos and Patel's approximate analysis [PAP841 f or a block transfer time of 4 and similar workload. At 4 processors the bus is only 50% utilized for the +(2,3) protocol, and we find approximately a 10% increase in bus utilization for the Basic protocol. This agrees with the trace ,simulation results in [KAT85] for 8 kilobyte cache size. These results indicate that the model produces reasonable performance estimates.
The goal of our experiments is to compare the performance of the six protocols (Basic, Smart Basic, +(2), +(3), +(4), and + (2,3,4) ), given reasonable values for architectural and workload parameters.
Two architectural parameters considered are the blocksize and the main memory cycle time. Both are four in our initial experiments. The performance measure primarily used is speedup, as defined in Section 4.1. The curves for the +(2) and +(3) protocols are nearly identical to the Smart Basic protocol. The speedup for +(2) is at most 2.5% greater than Smart Basic. The speedup for f(3) is at most 0.1% less than Smart Basic. For the sake of readability, these curves are not shown in the figure. Similarly, the +(2,3,4) protocol curves are not drawn because they are indiscernable from the +(4) protocol. Table 5 .1 summarizes the speed-up estimates for all of the protocols for the lO-processor case.
Clearly, adding enhancement one substantially improves system performance. Enhancements two and three have negligible effect when added to Smart Basic. In fact, for the workload parameters used, the effect of enhancement 3 is very slightly negative. Enhancement 4 shows a small improvement over Smart Basic for our workload with 1% sharing, but shows more substantial improvement as sharing is increased to 5% and 20%. The spread between the solid, dotted, and dashed lines indicates that the amount of sharing has a significant effect on the performance of the Basic, Smart Basic, +(2), and +(3) protocols. This is reasonable because the number of broadcast writes and the average hit rate are proportional and inversely proportional, respectively, to the amount of sharing in these protocols. In contrast, the amount of sharing has little influence when enhancement 4 is included. This is because the hit rate for shared data was assumed to be high for enhancement 4.
The effectiveness of enhancement 4 in Figure 5 .1 requires further study because our model assumed a good access pattern for multiple readers and writers (see section 3.2.2). To model a bad access pattern we reran +(4) at 20% sharing without increasing the hit rate. The results were very slightly lower than the Smart Basic results, because there are more broadcast writes. Thus, enhancement 4 helps significantly (especially at large amounts of sharing) when there is a good access pattern and has negligible effect when there is a bad access pattern. It appears that dynamically switching between this and the invalidation approach (enhancement 3) offers no advantages.
The curves in Figure 5 .1 terminate at ten processors because of rapid growth in the size of the state space. Table 5 .2 shows this growth for the Basic Protocol. Nonetheless, none of the curves will rise much further because of bus saturation. Bus utilizations vary from 89% to 98% at ten processors for the workloads and protocols in Figure 5 .1. In section 5.3 we show that the assumed hit rates in our initial workload are primarily responsible for the bus saturation at 9-10 processors. Figure 5 .1 assumed a blocksize of four words. Blocksizes of one and eight are considered here, for the Smart Basic protocol. The one word block&e case requires a change in the protocol. In this case, there is no need to load a block on a write miss, since whatever value is loaded is completely overwritten.
However, the other caches still must be notified. Thus, a write miss can be implemented as a broadcast write. The net does not have to be changed. The write miss probability (PSWM), however, is moved from transition T8 to transition T9.
The key effect of changing blocksize on the workload is on the hit rate. Based on Alan Smith's results for an 8 kilobyte cache [SMI85b] , we reduce HltP and HitSR from 95% to 90% for a blocksize of one, and increase these values to 97% for a blocksize of eight. HitSW is reduced to 40% for blocksize one, and increased to 55% for blocksize eight, compared with 50% for blocksize four. Other parameters, such as AmodPWH, AmodSWH, WBCSupSW, RepP, and RepSW, were also suitably modified.
Blocksize of one, with the protocol appropriately modified, performs best in these experiments. However, smaller blocksizes have substantial disadvantages due to a larger number of memory accesses during task switching, which we have not modeled. A study of blocksize effects which includes task switching in the workload would be worthwhile. Section 5.3. Effect of Hit Rate and Memory Speed Figure 5 .1 indicates that at most ten or so processors should be put on a single bus. These results are likely to be very conservative because we have chosen many of our parameter values very conservatively. Two parameter changes seem especially worthwhile to consider. The first change increases the hit rate for private and SR blocks from 95% to 99%. The second change assumes a faster main memory. In particular, we investigate a shared memory cycle time of two instead of four. Note that main memory accesses still require a minimum of 4-5 cycles, due to acquiring the bus and memory, transmitting the bus request, and servicing the CPU when the request is satisfied. The resulting four curves are shown in Figure 5 .3 for the Smart Basic protocol at 20% sharing.
Though both changes are significant, the hit rate increase is clearly more important. This is also demonstrated when bus utilization is considered. At nine processors the bus utilization for the original model is 96%. The utilization for the model with main memory cycle time of two and 95% hit rate is 90%. The utilization for the model with main memory cycle time of two and 99% hit rate is 53%. Thus, the faster memory probably only allows one or two more processors. The higher hit rate should allow several more processors, perhaps six or eight, to be added. Recall that this is for the 20% sharing level. Further increases in the number of processors that can be supported can be expected for the reduced sharing workloads. Section 6. Conclusion
We have used an exact analytic technique, based on Generalized Timed Petri Nets, to derive performance estimates for shared bus cache consistency protocols. Using the GTPN model, we were able to specify both constant delays and instantaneous events for detailed bus and memory activity, which must be rep resented to evaluate these protocols. The GTPN can be solved for steady-state performance estimates with these parameters, in contrast to previous Stochastic Petri Net models. Performance estimates were obtained automatically using Markov Chain techniques.
The workload in these studies was based on the model used by Dubois and Briggs [DUB82], but included separate specification of private and shared read-only data access behavior. We considered three levels of data sharing in our workloads: 1%, 5%, and 20%. Parameter values for private data were baaed on uniprocessor cache simulations by Smith [SMI85a] . We found that the level of sharing, and the assumed cache hit rate for private and shared read-only data, have a substantial impact on the performance estimates.
We evaluated four enhancements to the Write-Once protocol which have appeared in the literature. One enhancement makes use of the shared bus line which is raised by a cache when supplying another cache, as proposed in [PAP84, MCC84, and RUD84j. This enhancement improves system performance by as much as '15-20% at all levels of data sharing studied. Another enhancement (enhancement 4 in our models) allows multiple readers and writers for a data block, as proposed in [MCC84 and RUD84] . This enhancement further improves performance by as much as IO-20% for the 5% and 20% sharing workloads, as long as there is a fine temporal interleaving of accesses to the data block by more than one cache. Also, this enhancement does not decrease performance appreciably in other workloads we studied. The remaining two enhancements which have been proposed in the literature do not show significant performance improvement for any of the workloads studied.
The GTPN model is concise and precise, and can be used to derive estimates for additional workload parameters of interest to system designers, or as experimental data for multiprocessors becomes available. The major disadvantage of the GTPN model appears to be the rapid growth in the state spaces. Consequently, future research plans also include investigating approximate techniques for solving GTPN models with larger state spaces.
